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Abstract 

Mobile games have become popular for children and play a vital role in the culture of young 

people. Games can now be played anytime and anywhere using smartphones, tablets, iPad, 

and laptops. With the rapid development of electronic devices that provide a foundation to 

deliver learning through mobile games. The researcher proposed a mobile game-based 

learning framework to improve the computational thinking skills of students with motivation 

and cognitive learning outcomes. The framework focuses on the application framework of 

Unity 3D for designing a game application. Unity3D used to develop video games for web 

plugins, desktop platforms, consoles, and mobile devices,  The main purpose of this study is 

to design the framework for the proposed math legends mobile game-based learning to 

foster computational thinking.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing number of  mobile games, 

students are more engaged as one way of getting fun 

thus, others result in dropouts or addiction. Using 

games with computer-generated agents is one of the 

alternative ways to help the perception of 

individuals because games also design to create 

challenges in every level, Gamers will face a lot of 

problems but solutions are formulated with 

strategies and algorithmic [9]. In the light of this 

opinion, it can be stated that computational thinking 

is related to various factors. One of these factors is 

the mobile games that is another approach in 

developing the problem-solving skills of students 

and discover some techniques or strategies in 

creating certain solution [10].  

Computational thinking is used in our everyday lives 

to solve a certain problem and runs through every 

function of a modern business. One solution in 

solving a problem from difficult into a simple form 

is to utilize computational thinking [1]. The outcome 

of computational thinking is a combination of 

humans and machines and it is not mastery but it is 

more on the calculation techniques to solve difficult 

problems [2]. Mobile game-based learning with 

socio-affective and cognitive have a potential way 

for the improvement of learning for young adults 

[3]. 

Moreover, With the rapid development of 

information technologies, the needs of the 

community have changed [4]. According to The 

International Society for Technology in Education 

(ISTE) to improve the problem-solving skills of the 

students the use of new technology will be a big 

help in developing computational thinking skills and 

creativity [5]. They also said that digital games are 

effective in developing the problem solving, 

creativity and reflective thinking skills of 

individuals because of their active participation in 

providing solutions and immediate results [6]. With 

this, students would live and work with a big 

influence by computing values [7]. Furthermore, due 
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to increasingly information-based society, 

computational thinking are necessary skills for the 

students that can help them solve problems and 

create effective solutions to lessen the skills gap 

between education and the workplace [8]. Teens 

who play online games are just having enjoyment 

because they want to feel relief during school hours 

and students also tend to feel stress due to loads of 

school work like quizzes, reviewing for examination 

and doing case studies and through playing it will 

relieve their stress [11]. It is undeniable that playing 

online games provide them something that no one 

can provide and according to some researchers, it 

enables the mind of players to be more active and 

also help them improve their decision making 

especially those adventure games that keep the 

players to be alert, active and strategic. 

Computational thinking is a fundamental skill that 

opens student's minds in using data, technology, 

resources, and people in a manner  that shifts us 

from technology consumers to creators.  

Mobile gaming is one of the widely used leisure 

activities by many people. With this fast 

development, online gaming was also created to 

give entertainment to people regardless of age, 

gender and status of life. 

According to the study "Regardless of the format of 

the game, students can simultaneously build their 

problem-solving skills while having fun throughout 

the process if an instructional game is well-

designed"[12]. 

It has been observed by some researchers that games 

bring about positive learning to students if it is 

always being utilized inside the classroom [13]. In 

recent studies, educational games are essential to be 

discovered to analyze the outcomes and to create a 

"state of the art"[14]. Moreover, there are also 

studies that with proper implementation of game 

structures in creating games are qualified to 

motivate the learners. 

Challenges are also felt by other parents, friends or 

students. As of now people are more engaged with 

the use of new technology like a smartphone for 

gaming, communicate with their loved ones and for 

educational purposes but lack of monitoring or 

improper use of technology will distract the learning 

activities of students. [15]. Moreover, studies found 

out that the increased time spent on the internet can 

lead to negative impacts and also studies revealed 

the human brain is easy to destruct and one reason is 

using technology when it is not properly 

monitored[16].  

However, in line with this opinion, the result of the 

study of Castillo revealed that even if the 

respondents play online games still the personal 

interaction with others is not affected and the 

academic performance is still good enough even if 

they spent time playing[17]. Games have an 

important role in the development of the cognitive, 

physical, social, and emotional well-being of 

children and youth[18]. 

Moreover, game players can make decisions easily 

especially in the middle of a field and also the brains 

of action video game players can collect information 

more efficiently compared to non-gamers [19]. 

With the use of mobile devices, it supports students 

to process and locate information and also one of the 

practices of teachers[20] and students nowadays 

utilize mobile devices as part of the resources for 

learning[21]. Computational thinking is part of 

analytical thinking together with mathematical 

thinking that is a necessary skill to solve a problem 

[22].                

Computational thinking is the entire knowledge 

which an individual must possess to handle 

problems and make possible solutions[23]. 

Computational thinking is incorporated into the 

development of an educational environment [24]. 

Also, applications like social networks and 

cooperative technologies and the digital world play a 
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vital role in the development of computational 

thinking skills[25]. 

Critical thinking is one of the most important 

characteristics in education to reduce the skills gap 

in the workplace today. Critical thinking is 

acknowledged in every 21st-century learning 

framework, assessed as one of the most important 

super skills to have[26].  

In the recent study investigating the results of game-

design, learners were able to engage in [27]and 

computational thinking concepts[28]. Moreover, 

other researchers showed that game-design students 

improved in their learning and problem-solving 

perceptions[29]. 

Nowadays, digital technologies have played a vital 

role inside the classroom and as years pass by it will 

become useful or is embedded in the instructional 

materials as another digital method of teaching [30]. 

Computational thinking is becoming a fundamental 

skill for the 21st century, to be able to compete 

globally. It is important to introduce these concepts 

in content areas. Specifically, computational 

thinking must be introduced as early as the primary 

grades and then continue through secondary grades 

and beyond [31]. Computational thinking is an 

ability to process solution  to solve  a certain 

problem[34]. 

The research study focuses on the design framework 

for the proposed mobile game-based learning to 

improve one's computational thinking skills in terms 

of problem-solving, critical thinking and logical 

thinking.     

This study looks into the conceptual framework that 

helps to design mobile learning games for improving 

the computational thinking of students. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

a. Research Design 

 The researcher employed quantitative data analysis 

in determining the experiences in playing mobile 

games. Observation and documentary analysis was 

used to  measure the effect of mobile games 

utilization to one's computational thinking 

,Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults (SATA) is a 

tool used to examines competence in abilities related 

to academic success was utilized to determine the 

effect of mobile games utilization, the result of the 

test was the basis in designing   the conceptual 

framework  in the development of the proposed 

math legend games to foster computational thinking. 

The researcher used systematic reviews to find out 

the  relevant  framework to come up with the 

proposed application.  

The distribution of the respondents is illustrated in 

table 1. 

Table 1. Distribution of Respondents 

Respondent Number 

Senior High School 66 
College 30 

Total 96 

The respondents are all from the Panpacific 

University, Urdaneta City Pangasinan. The 

respondents were composed of students of college 

and senior high school. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure 1: Application Framework programming 

for mobile games 
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Figure 1 described the application framework for 

math legend mobile games. Unity 3D is used to 

create 3D game applications for mobile, desktop, 

web and consoles. Mysql-vagrant also used to run 

Mysql locally for development. Laravel was also 

utilized as one of the open-source PHP web 

framework intended for the development of web 

applications following the model view controller 

(MVC) architectural pattern and C#  programming 

language used with XML-based Web services on the 

.NET platform and designed for improving 

productivity in the development of Web 

applications. 

 

Figure 2:  Conceptual Framework for using 

Simulation Game to Enhance Learner’s 

Motivation and Computational Thinking Skills 

Figure 2 shows the proposed conceptual framework 

for using simulation games to enhance the learner's 

motivation and computational thinking skills. 

Moreover, simulation game affect the learners‟ 

motivation since the proposed mobile game contains  

the following attributes like challenge that will 

create competition of the mobile gamers, Fantasy 

that   produced  imagination  related with 

responsibilities, control that   build power affecting 

people's behavior ,curiosity that creates a strong 

desire to learn ,competition that generates the 

activity of competing and lastly, recognition that 

makes the action of recognizing[32]. With these 

attributes, playing the proposed math legend games 

shall improve the learner's motivation and 

computational thinking. 

In the recent study, Computational thinking  (CT) is 

a concern with summarizing, designing and 

developing abstractions in which they are related to 

logical thinking and requires fundamental ideas to 

conceptualization. 

The foundation of computational thinking is 

problem-solving which enhances logical thinking. 

The algorithm contains the construction of the step 

by step process to solve a problem, simulation 

demonstrates the algorithm and implementing 

models on the design and socializing that contains 

cooperation during the competition and simulation 

of the games that focus on the brainstorming to 

improve the critical thinking[33].  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this research study which present a proposed 

conceptual framework for mobile game-based 

learning to improve computational thinking skills, 

using simulation game to be the tool in developing a 

mobile game for math subjects should concern about 

the study and design of the game. Through the 

support of the seven characteristics like competition, 

challenge, virtual presence, fantasy, control, 

curiosity, and recognition the learners will have 

more motivation to learn about the math subjects to 

foster computational thinking skills. 

 For further work from what was mentioned above 

that there is a need for the researcher to develop a 

mobile game application for math subjects with 

cognitive learning outcomes and motivation as part 

of their instructional materials to improve the 

computational thinking skills of the students. 
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